All-PurPose

Wypall* L20 Wipers
Ideal for single-use parts and tool cleanups and general-purpose field utility
wiping. Textured side for cleaning power. Contains no binders or glues.
Multi-ply capacity for large spills. Meets EPA standards for minimum postconsumer waste: wipers 40%. Product contains 40% post-consumer and 40%
total recovered material. Product meets EPA CPG requirements. Product may
contribute to LEED Certification. Tan.
No.
Size (Inches) Qty./Case
Case
A. Pop-Up* Box—88 wipers per box. 10 boxes per case.
KCC 47033 ●
9.1 x 16.8
880
B. Quarterfold—68 wipers per pack. 12 packs per case.
KCC 47000 ●
12.5 x 13
816
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B

C. Brawny Industrial® Premium All-Purpose Wipers
Soft, cloth-like DRC fabric offers exceptional durability and absorbency. White.
9.25 x 16.3. 90 wipers per box. 10 boxes per case (900 wipers).
GPC 2007003CT

Case

D. Brawny Industrial Light-Duty Wipers
®

C

Paper wipers provide strength and fast absorption. Ideal for cleaning glass,
but tough enough for general maintenance work. Product is compostable in
commercial composting facilities. Such facilities may not exist in your area.
Packaging contains 29% post-consumer and 34% total recovered material.
White. 8 x 12.5 sheets. 148 wipers per box. 20 boxes (2960 wipers) per case.
GPC 292-21 ●

Case

E. Brawny Industrial All-Purpose Wipers
®

D

Airlaid wipers absorb quickly, holding several times their weight in liquid, grease
or oil. Strong enough for industrial grime, yet soft enough for personal use.
Product is compostable in commercial composting facilities. Such facilities may
not exist in your area. Packaging contains 29% post-consumer and 34% total
recovered material. 13 x 13. White quarterfold sheets. 50 wipers per polywrap
pack. 16 packs (800 wipers) per case.
GPC 292-15 ●

Case

F. Chux® DRC General Purpose Wipers
DRC is perfect for any general-purpose wiping tasks from industrial to
foodservice. Soft and absorbent. Quarterfold packaging makes for easy
distribution within a facility. 1-ply. White. 12.5 x 13.0 towels. 1008 towels per
case; 18 bags of 56.
CHI 9036 NEW

E

Case

G. Chux® 4-Ply Scrim Towel
An economical choice for general purpose wiping. Low-linting, ideal for lightduty tasks. Wipe-Dry feature for streak-free wiping. White. 9.5x 16.75. 150
towels per pop-up box. 6 boxes per case.
CHI 9070

Case

G

Prices are subject to change.
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